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This book provides a detailed study of geometrical drawing through simple and well-explained
worked-out examples. It is designed for first-year engineering students of all branches. The
book is divided into seven modules. A topic is introduced in each chapter of a module with
brief explanations and necessary pictorial views. Then it is discussed in detail through a
number of worked-out examples, which are explained using step-by-step procedure and
illustrating drawings. Module A covers the fundamentals of manual drafting, lettering, freehand
sketching and dimensioning of views. Module B describes two-dimensional drawings like
geometrical constructions, conics, miscellaneous curves and scales. Three-dimensional drawings,
such as projections of points, lines, plane lamina, geometrical solids and sections of them are
well explained in Module C. Module D deals with intersection of surfaces and their
developments. Drawing of pictorial views is illustrated in Module E, which includes isometric
projection, oblique projection and perspective projections. Module F covers the fundamentals of
machine drawing. Finally, in Module G the book introduces computer-aided drafting (CAD) to make
the readers familiar with the state-of-the-art techniques of drafting. Key Features : Follows
the International Standard Organization (ISO) code of practice for drawing. Includes a large
number of dimensioned illustrations, worked-out examples, and university questions and answers
to explain the geometrical drawing process. Contains chapter-end exercises to help students
develop their drawing skills.
Whether used in irrigation, cooling nuclear reactors, pumping wastewater, or any number of
other uses, the liquid piston engine is a much more efficient, effective, and “greener” choice
than many other choices available to industry. Especially if being used in conjunction with
solar panels, the liquid piston engine can be extremely cost-effective and has very few, if
any, downsides or unwanted side effects. As industries all over the world become more
environmentally conscious, the liquid piston engine will continue growing in popularity as a
better choice, and its low implementation and operational costs will be attractive to end-users
in developing countries. This is the only comprehensive, up-to-date text available on liquid
piston engines. The first part focuses on the identification, design, construction and testing
of the liquid piston engine, a simple, yet elegant, device which has the ability to pump water
but which can be manufactured easily without any special tooling or exotic materials and which
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can be powered from either combustion of organic matter or directly from solar heating. It has
been tested, and the authors recommend how it might be improved upon. The underlying theory of
the device is also presented and discussed. The second part deals with the performance,
troubleshooting, and maintenance of the engine. This volume is the only one of its kind, a
groundbreaking examination of a fascinating and environmentally friendly technology which is
useful in many industrial applications. It is a must-have for any engineer, manager, or
technician working with pumps or engines.
Essentials of Thermodynamics offers a fresh perspective on classical thermodynamics and its
explanation of natural phenomena. It combines fundamental principles with applications to offer
an integrated resource for students, teachers and experts alike. The essence of classic texts
has been distilled to give a balanced and in-depth treatment, including a detailed history of
ideas which explains how thermodynamics evolved without knowledge of the underlying atomic
structure of matter. The principles are illustrated by a vast range of applications, such as
osmotic pressure, how solids melt and liquids boil, the incredible race to reach absolute zero,
and the modern theme of the renormalization group. Topics are handled using a variety of
techniques, which helps readers see how concepts such as entropy and free energy can be applied
to many situations, and in diverse ways. The book has a large number of solved examples and
problems in each chapter, as well as a carefully selected guide to further reading. The
treatment of traditional topics like the three laws of thermodynamics, Carnot cycles, Clapeyron
equation, phase equilibria, and dilute solutions is considerably more detailed than usual. For
example, the chapter on Carnot cycles discusses exotic cases like the photon cycle along with
more practical ones like the Otto, Diesel and Rankine cycles. There is a chapter on critical
phenomena that is modern and yet highly pedagogical and contains a first principles calculation
of the critical exponents of Van der Waals systems. Topics like entropy constants, surface
thermodynamics, and superconducting phase transitions are explained in depth while maintaining
accessibility for different readers.
Liquid Piston Engines
Textbook of Thermal Engineering
Fundamentals of Thermodynamics
Thermal Engineering in Power Systems
The Analytical Theory of Heat
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Now in a new edition, this book continues to set the standard for teaching readers how to be effective problem solvers,
emphasizing the authors's signature methodologies that have taught over a half million students worldwide. This new
edition provides a student-friendly approach that emphasizes the relevance of thermodynamics principles to some of the
most critical issues of today and coming decades, including a wealth of integrated coverage of energy and the
environment, biomedical/bioengineering, as well as emerging technologies. Visualization skills are developed and basic
principles demonstrated through a complete set of animations that have been interwoven throughout.
This book presents a comprehensive treatment of the essential fundamentals of the topics that should be taught as the
first-level course in Heat Transfer to the students of engineering disciplines. The book is designed to stimulate student
learning through clear, concise language. The theoretical content is well balanced with the problem-solving methodology
necessary for developing an orderly approach to solving a variety of engineering problems. The book provides adequate
mathematical rigour to help students achieve a sound understanding of the physical processes involved. Key Features :
A well-balanced coverage between analytical treatments, physical concepts and practical demonstrations. Analytical
descriptions of theories pertaining to different modes of heat transfer by the application of conservation equations to
control volume and also by the application of conservation equations in differential form like continuity equation,
Navier–Stokes equations and energy equation. A short description of convective heat transfer based on physical
understanding and practical applications without going into mathematical analyses (Chapter 5). A comprehensive
description of the principles of convective heat transfer based on mathematical foundation of fluid mechanics with
generalized analytical treatments (Chapters 6, 7 and 8). A separate chapter describing the basic mechanisms and
principles of mass transfer showing the development of mathematical formulations and finding the solution of simple
mass transfer problems. A summary at the end of each chapter to highlight key terminologies and concepts and
important formulae developed in that chapter. A number of worked-out examples throughout the text, review questions,
and exercise problems (with answers) at the end of each chapter. This book is appropriate for a one-semester course in
Heat Transfer for undergraduate engineering students pursuing careers in mechanical, metallurgical, aerospace and
chemical disciplines.
The favourable and warm reception,which the previous editions and reprints of this popular book has enjoyed all over
India and abroad has been a matter of great satisfaction for me.
Engineering Thermodynamics
ENGINEERING GRAPHICS FOR DEGREE
Basic Mechanical Engineering
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Essentials of Thermodynamics
INTRODUCTION TO HEAT TRANSFER
This survey of thermal systems engineering combines coverage of thermodynamics, fluid flow, and heat transfer in one
volume. Developed by leading educators in the field, this book sets the standard for those interested in the thermalfluids market. Drawing on the best of what works from market leading texts in thermodynamics (Moran), fluids
(Munson) and heat transfer (Incropera), this book introduces thermal engineering using a systems focus, introduces
structured problem-solving techniques, and provides applications of interest to all engineers.
An advanced, practical approach to the first and second laws of thermodynamics Advanced Engineering
Thermodynamics bridges the gap between engineering applications and the first and second laws of thermodynamics.
Going beyond the basic coverage offered by most textbooks, this authoritative treatment delves into the advanced
topics of energy and work as they relate to various engineering fields. This practical approach describes real-world
applications of thermodynamics concepts, including solar energy, refrigeration, air conditioning, thermofluid design,
chemical design, constructal design, and more. This new fourth edition has been updated and expanded to include
current developments in energy storage, distributed energy systems, entropy minimization, and industrial applications,
linking new technologies in sustainability to fundamental thermodynamics concepts. Worked problems have been
added to help students follow the thought processes behind various applications, and additional homework problems
give them the opportunity to gauge their knowledge. The growing demand for sustainability and energy efficiency has
shined a spotlight on the real-world applications of thermodynamics. This book helps future engineers make the
fundamental connections, and develop a clear understanding of this complex subject. Delve deeper into the engineering
applications of thermodynamics Work problems directly applicable to engineering fields Integrate thermodynamics
concepts into sustainability design and policy Understand the thermodynamics of emerging energy technologies
Condensed introductory chapters allow students to quickly review the fundamentals before diving right into practical
applications. Designed expressly for engineering students, this book offers a clear, targeted treatment of
thermodynamics topics with detailed discussion and authoritative guidance toward even the most complex concepts.
Advanced Engineering Thermodynamics is the definitive modern treatment of energy and work for today's newest
engineers.
This treatise on Engineering Materials and Metallurgy contains comprehensive treatment of the matter in simple,lucid
and direct language and envelopes a large number of figures which reinforce the text in the most efficient and effective
way.The book comprise five chapters(excluding basic concepts)in all and fully and exhaustively covers the syllabus in
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the above mentioned subject of 4th.Semester Mechnical,Production,Automobile Engineering and 2nd semester
Mechnical disciplines of Anna University.
Thermal Physics
Formal approaches to number in Slavic and beyond
A HEAT TRANSFER TEXTBOOK
For Process and Plant Engineers
Thermal Engineering
Incorporates Worked-Out Real-World Problems Steam Generators and Waste Heat Boilers: For Process and Plant Engineers focuses on the
thermal design and performance aspects of steam generators, HRSGs and fire tube, water tube waste heat boilers including air heaters, and
condensing economizers. Over 120 real-life problems are fully worked out which will help plant engineers in evaluating new boilers or making
modifications to existing boiler components without assistance from boiler suppliers. The book examines recent trends and developments in
boiler design and technology and presents novel ideas for improving boiler efficiency and lowering gas pressure drop. It helps plant engineers
understand and evaluate the performance of steam generators and waste heat boilers at any load. Learn How to Independently Evaluate the
Thermal Performance of Boilers and Their Components This book begins with basic combustion and boiler efficiency calculations. It then
moves on to estimation of furnace exit gas temperature (FEGT), furnace duty, view factors, heat flux, and boiler circulation calculations. It
also describes trends in large steam generator designs such as multiple-module; elevated drum design types of boilers such as D, O, and A;
and forced circulation steam generators. It illustrates various options to improve boiler efficiency and lower operating costs. The author
addresses the importance of flue gas analysis, fire tube versus water tube boilers used in chemical plants, and refineries. In addition, he
describes cogeneration systems; heat recovery in sulfur plants, hydrogen plants, and cement plants; and the effect of fouling factor on
performance. The book also explains HRSG simulation process and illustrates calculations for complete performance evaluation of boilers
and their components. Helps plant engineers make independent evaluations of thermal performance of boilers before purchasing them
Provides numerous examples on boiler thermal performance calculations that help plant engineers develop programming codes with ease
Follows the metric and SI system, and British units are shown in parentheses wherever possible Includes calculation procedures for the basic
sizing and performance evaluation of a complete steam generator or waste heat boiler system and their components with appendices
outlining simplified procedures for estimation of heat transfer coefficients Steam Generators and Waste Heat Boilers: For Process and Plant
Engineers serves as a source book for plant engineers, consultants, and boiler designers.
The CRC Handbook of Thermal Engineering, Second Edition, is a fully updated version of this respected reference work, with chapters
written by leading experts. Its first part covers basic concepts, equations and principles of thermodynamics, heat transfer, and fluid dynamics.
Following that is detailed coverage of major application areas, such as bioengineering, energy-efficient building systems, traditional and
renewable energy sources, food processing, and aerospace heat transfer topics. The latest numerical and computational tools, microscale
and nanoscale engineering, and new complex-structured materials are also presented. Designed for easy reference, this new edition is a
must-have volume for engineers and researchers around the globe.
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The book presents a comprehensive study of important topics in Mechanics of pure and applied sciences. It provides knowledge of scalar
and vector in optimum depth to make the students understand the concepts of Mechanics in simple, coherent and lucid manner and grasp its
principles & theory. It caters to the requirements of students of B.Sc. Pass and Honours courses. Students of engineering disciplines and the
ones aspiring for competitive exams such as AIME and others, will also find it useful for their preparations.
A Guide for Installers, Architects and Engineers
Traffic and Environment
Basic Electrical Engineering
Introduction to Thermal Systems Engineering
A Cognitive Engineering Approach

Diesel Engine System Design links everything diesel engineers need to know about engine performance and
system design in order for them to master all the essential topics quickly and to solve practical design
problems. Based on the author's unique experience in the field, it enables engineers to come up with an
appropriate specification at an early stage in the product development cycle. Links everything diesel engineers
need to know about engine performance and system design featuring essential topics and techniques to solve
practical design problems Focuses on engine performance and system integration including important
approaches for modelling and analysis Explores fundamental concepts and generic techniques in diesel engine
system design incorporating durability, reliability and optimization theories
This new edition discusses the physical and engineering aspects of the thermal processing of packaged foods
and examines the methods which have been used to establish the time and temperature of processes suitable to
achieve adequate sterilization or pasteurization of the packaged food. The third edition is totally renewed and
updated, including new concepts and areas that are relevant for thermal food processing: This edition is formed
by 22 chapters—arranged in five parts—that maintain great parts of the first and second editions The First part
includes five chapters analyzing different topics associated to heat transfer mechanism during canning process,
kinetic of microbial death, sterilization criteria and safety aspect of thermal processing. The second part, entitled
Thermal Food Process Evaluation Techniques, includes six chapters and discusses the main process evaluation
techniques. The third part includes six chapters treating subjects related with pressure in containers,
simultaneous sterilization and thermal food processing equipment. The fourth part includes four chapters
including computational fluid dynamics and multi-objective optimization. The fifth part, entitled Innovative
Thermal Food Processing, includes a chapter focused on two innovative processes used for food sterilization
such high pressure with thermal sterilization and ohmic heating. Thermal Processing of Pa ckaged Foods, Third
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Edition is intended for a broad audience, from undergraduate to post graduate students, scientists, engineers
and professionals working for the food industry.
The Revised Edition Of A Widely Used Book Contains Several New Topics To Make The Coverage More
Comprehensive And Contemporary. * Highlights The Ozone Hole Problem And Related Steps To Modify The
Refrigeration Systems. * The Discussion Of Vapour Compression/Absorption Systems Totally Recast With A
Special Emphasis On Eco-Refrigerants. * Application Oriented Approach Followed Throughout The Book And
Energy Efficiencyemphasised. * Several Real Life Problems Included To Illustrate The Practical Viability Of The
Systems Discussed. * Additional Examples, Diagrams And Problems Included In Each Chapter For An Easier
Grasp Of The Subject.With All These Features, This Book Would Serve As A Comprehensive Text For
Undergraduate Mechanical Engineering Students. Postgraduate Students And Practising Engineers Would Also
Find It Very Useful.
Hydraulics, Fluid Mechanics and Hydraulic Machines
Engineering Materials and Metallurgy
Introduction to Thermodynamics
Diesel Engine System Design
Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics for Scientists and Engineers
This book differs from other thermodynamics texts in its objective which is to provide engineers with the concepts, tools, and
experience needed to solve practical real-world energy problems. The presentation integrates computer tools (e.g., EES) with
thermodynamic concepts to allow engineering students and practising engineers to solve problems they would otherwise not be able
to solve. The use of examples, solved and explained in detail, and supported with property diagrams that are drawn to scale, is
ubiquitous in this textbook. The examples are not trivial, drill problems, but rather complex and timely real world problems that are
of interest by themselves. As with the presentation, the solutions to these examples are complete and do not skip steps. Similarly the
book includes numerous end of chapter problems, both typeset and online. Most of these problems are more detailed than those found
in other thermodynamics textbooks. The supplements include complete solutions to all exercises, software downloads, and additional
content on selected topics. These are available at the book web site www.cambridge.org/KleinandNellis.
Designed as a text for the undergraduate students of all branches of engineering, this compendium gives an opportunity to learn and
apply the popular drafting software AutoCAD in designing projects. The textbook is organized in three comprehensive parts. Part I
(AutoCAD) deals with the basic commands of AutoCAD, a popular drafting software used by engineers and architects. Part II
(Projection Techniques) contains various projection techniques used in engineering for technical drawings. These techniques have
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been explained with a number of line diagrams to make them simple to the students. Part III (Descriptive Geometry), mainly deals
with 3-D objects that require imagination. The accompanying CD contains the animations using creative multimedia and PowerPoint
presentations for all chapters. In a nutshell, this textbook will help students maintain their cutting edge in the professional job market.
KEY FEATURES : Explains fundamentals of imagination skill in generic and basic forms to crystallize concepts. Includes chapters
on aspects of technical drawing and AutoCAD as a tool. Treats problems in the third angle as well as first angle methods of
projection in line with the revised code of Indian Standard Code of Practice for General Drawing.
While writing the book,we have continuously kept in mind the examination requirments of the students preparing for U.P.S.C.(Engg.
Services)and A.M.I.E.(I)examinations.In order to make this volume more useful for them,complete solutions of their examination
papers up to 1975 have also been included.Every care has been taken to make this treatise as self-explanatory as possible.The subject
matter has been amply illustrated by incorporating a good number of solved,unsolved and well graded examples of almost every
variety.
MECHANICAL WORKSHOP PRACTICE
A Textbook of Fluid Mechanics and Hydraulic Machines
With Aircraft and Rocket Propulsion
Metropolitan Governance in Asia and the Pacific Rim
A Computer Approach (SI Units Version)
CD-ROM contains: the limited academic version of Engineering equation solver(EES) with homework problems.
Solar thermal systems available today offer efficiency and reliability. They can be applied in different conditions to
meet space- and water-heating requirements in the residential, commercial and industrial building sectors. The
potential for this technology and the associated environmental benefits are significant. This book offers clear
guidance on planning and installing a solar thermal system, crucial to the successful uptake of this technology. All
major topics for successful project implementation are included. Beginning with resource assessment and an
outline of core components, this guide details solar thermal system design, installation, operation and
maintenance for single households, large systems, swimming pool heaters, solar air and solar cooling applications.
Details on how to market solar thermal technologies, a review of relevant simulation tools and data on selected
regional, national and international renewable energy programmes are also provided. In short, the book offers
comprehensive guidance for professionals who wish to install solar thermal technology and will be a cherished
resource for architects and engineers alike who are working on new projects, electricians, roofers and other
installers, craftsmen undertaking vocational training and anyone with a specialized and practical interest in this
field. Published with DGS
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Designed for the core course on Workshop Practice offered to all first-year diploma and degree level students of
engineering, this book presents clear and concise explanation of the basic principles of manufacturing processes
and equips students with overall knowledge of engineering materials, tools and equipment commonly used in the
engineering field. The book describes the general principles of different workshop processes such as primary and
secondary shaping processes, metal joining methods, surface finishing and heat treatment. The workshop
processes covered also include the hand-working processes such as benchwork, fitting, arc welding, sheet metal
work, carpentry, blacksmithy and foundry. It also explains the importance of safety measures to be followed in
workshop processes and details the procedure of writing the records of the practices. The tools and equipment
used in each hand-working process are enumerated before elaborating the process. Finally, the book discusses the
machining processes such as turning operations, the cutting tools and the tools used for measuring and marking,
and explains the working principle of Engine Lathe. An appendix for advanced level practice and assessment of
work has also been included. New to This Edition : A separate chapter on Plumbing as per the revised syllabus of
Indian Universities Method for sketching isometric single line piping layout Neatly-drawn illustrations and
examples on Plumbing Key Features : Follows the International Standard Organization (ISO) code of practice for
drawings. Includes a large number of illustrations to explain the methods and processes discussed. Contains
chapter-end questions for viva voce test and exercises for making models.
Applied Thermodynamics
Heat Transfer
Planning and Installing Solar Thermal Systems
ENGINEERING GRAPHICS WITH AUTOCAD
A Practical Approach with EES CD

The automobile is one of the inventions that has made a decisive contribution to human mobility, and
consequently it has become an inseparable part of modern human society. However, it is through this
widespread use that its negative impacts on the environment have become so highly visible. Achievements in
improving the ecological characteristics of the automobile are highly impressive: a modern car emits only a
fraction of the amounts of noise and exhaust pollutants produced by its predecessors 30 years ago. The
contributions to this book were written by experts, most of whom have been actively involved in the
development of modern automobiles and their combustion engines for more than 30 years. They have
participated in all phases of the ecological development of the automobile and summarize their experience and
know-how in this book .
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In Thermal Physics: Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics for Scientists and Engineers, the fundamental
laws of thermodynamics are stated precisely as postulates and subsequently connected to historical context
and developed mathematically. These laws are applied systematically to topics such as phase equilibria,
chemical reactions, external forces, fluid-fluid surfaces and interfaces, and anisotropic crystal-fluid interfaces.
Statistical mechanics is presented in the context of information theory to quantify entropy, followed by
development of the most important ensembles: microcanonical, canonical, and grand canonical. A unified
treatment of ideal classical, Fermi, and Bose gases is presented, including Bose condensation, degenerate
Fermi gases, and classical gases with internal structure. Additional topics include paramagnetism, adsorption
on dilute sites, point defects in crystals, thermal aspects of intrinsic and extrinsic semiconductors, density
matrix formalism, the Ising model, and an introduction to Monte Carlo simulation. Throughout the book,
problems are posed and solved to illustrate specific results and problem-solving techniques. Includes
applications of interest to physicists, physical chemists, and materials scientists, as well as materials, chemical,
and mechanical engineers Suitable as a textbook for advanced undergraduates, graduate students, and
practicing researchers Develops content systematically with increasing order of complexity Self-contained,
including nine appendices to handle necessary background and technical details
Research and development in thermal engineering for power systems are of significant importance to many
scientists who are engaged in research and design work in power-related industries and laboratories. This book
focuses on variety of research areas including Components of Compressor and Turbines that are used for both
electric power systems and aero engines, Fuel Cells, Energy Conversion, and Energy Reuse and Recycling
Systems. To be competitive in today's market, power systems need to reduce the operating costs, increase
capacity factors and deal with many other tough issues. Heat Transfer and fluid flow issues are of great
significance and it is likely that a state-of-the-art edited book with reference to power systems will make a
contribution for design and R&D engineers and the development towards sustainable energy systems.
Theory of Machines
Thermal Processing of Packaged Foods
Fundamentals of Compressible Flow
Mechanical Properties of Engineered Materials
Borders, Challenges, Futures
Due to the rapid advances in computer technology, intelligent computer software and multimedia have become essential parts of engineering education.
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Software integration with various media such as graphics, sound, video and animation is providing efficient tools for teaching and learning. A modern
textbook should contain both the basic theory and principles, along with an updated pedagogy. Often traditional engineering thermodynamics courses are
devoted only to analysis, with the expectation that students will be introduced later to relevant design considerations and concepts. Cycle analysis is
logically and traditionally the focus of applied thermodynamics. Type and quantity are constrained, however, by the computational efforts required. The
ability for students to approach realistic complexity is limited. Even analyses based upon grossly simplified cycle models can be computationally taxing,
with limited educational benefits. Computerised look-up tables reduce computational labour somewhat, but modelling cycles with many interactive loops
can lie well outside the limits of student and faculty time budgets. The need for more design content in thermodynamics books is well documented by
industry and educational oversight bodies such as ABET (Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology). Today, thermodynamic systems and cycles
are fertile ground for engineering design. For example, niches exist for innovative power generation systems due to deregulation, co-generation, unstable
fuel costs and concern for global warming. Professor Kenneth Forbus of the computer science and education department at Northwestern University has
developed ideal intelligent computer software for thermodynamic students called CyclePad. CyclePad is a cognitive engineering software. It creates a
virtual laboratory where students can efficiently learn the concepts of thermodynamics, and allows systems to be analyzed and designed in a simulated,
interactive computer aided design environment. The software guides students through a design process and is able to provide explanations for results and
to coach students in improving designs. Like a professor or senior engineer, CyclePad knows the laws of thermodynamics and how to apply them. If the
user makes an error in design, the program is able to remind the user of essential principles or design steps that may have been overlooked. If more help is
needed, the program can provide a documented, case study that recounts how engineers have resolved similar problems in real life situations. CyclePad
eliminates the tedium of learning to apply thermodynamics, and relates what the user sees on the computer screen to the design of actual systems. This
integrated, engineering textbook is the result of fourteen semesters of CyclePad usage and evaluation of a course designed to exploit the power of the
software, and to chart a path that truly integrates the computer with education. The primary aim is to give students a thorough grounding in both the theory
and practice of thermodynamics. The coverage is compact without sacrificing necessary theoretical rigor. Emphasis throughout is on the applications of
the theory to actual processes and power cycles. This book will help educators in their effort to enhance education through the effective use of intelligent
computer software and computer assisted course work.
The goal of this collective monograph is to explore the relationship between the cognitive notion of number and various grammatical devices expressing
this concept in natural language with a special focus on Slavic. The book aims at investigating different morphosyntactic and semantic categories including
plurality and number-marking, individuation and countability, cumulativity, distributivity and collectivity, numerals, numeral modifiers and classifiers, as
well as other quantifiers. It gathers 19 contributions tackling the main themes from different theoretical and methodological perspectives in order to
contribute to our understanding of cross-linguistic patterns both in Slavic and non-Slavic languages.
This collection of works by women Indian writers touches on such areas as feminism, Indic culture and society, and Indic history
Thermodynamics and Heat Powered Cycles
Advanced Engineering Thermodynamics
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Steam Generators and Waste Heat Boilers
Thermodynamics, Fluid Mechanics, and Heat Transfer
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Intended as a textbook for “applied” or engineering thermodynamics, or as a reference for practicing engineers, the book
uses extensive in-text, solved examples and computer simulations to cover the basic properties of thermodynamics. Pure
substances, the first and second laws, gases, psychrometrics, the vapor, gas and refrigeration cycles, heat transfer,
compressible flow, chemical reactions, fuels, and more are presented in detail and enhanced with practical applications.
This version presents the material using SI Units and has ample material on SI conversion, steam tables, and a Mollier
diagram. A CD-ROM, included with the print version of the text, includes a fully functional version of QuickField (widely
used in industry), as well as numerous demonstrations and simulations with MATLAB, and other third party software.
Featuring in-depth discussions on tensile and compressive properties, shear properties, strength, hardness, environmental
effects, and creep crack growth, "Mechanical Properties of Engineered Materials" considers computation of principal
stresses and strains, mechanical testing, plasticity in ceramics, metals, intermetallics, and polymers, materials selection
for thermal shock resistance, the analysis of failure mechanisms such as fatigue, fracture, and creep, and fatigue life
prediction. It is a top-shelf reference for professionals and students in materials, chemical, mechanical, corrosion,
industrial, civil, and maintenance engineering; and surface chemistry.
This edited collection examines seminal changes and major policy challenges in metropolitan governance in Asia and the
Pacific Rim that are being faced by governments (national and sub-national) and their polities. The book builds upon the
work of the largest stream at the Urban Affairs Association’s (UAA) Annual Conference (Urban Issues in Asia and the
Pacific Rim) – specifically, the chapters arose from presentations at the 2016 UAA Annual Conference in San Diego and
ensuing discussions and debates. The book is framed by three over-arching narratives: • the increased importance
(economic, political and cultural) of the Asian region within strategic discussions of planetary urbanism and the
problematisation of the concept of the Asian region as an element of these discussions • the challenges engendered by
the rapid pace of development (again, economic, political and cultural) and the endorsement, tacit or otherwise, of
developmentalism in many of the polities under consideration • the increased salience of metropolitan and urban areas, visà-vis other levels of governance (national; local; supra-national), particularly how it is seen as key in addressing these
challenges.
Thermodynamics
Mechanics
Women Writing in India: 600 B.C. to the early twentieth century
CRC Handbook of Thermal Engineering, Second Edition
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